ISLAMOPHOBIA AWARENESS MONTH

HIGHLIGHTS 2023
Dear supporters of IAM,

As we conclude Islamophobia Awareness Month 2023, I extend my heartfelt thanks to all of you who contributed to making November the biggest and most successful IAM campaign to date. Through a difficult and divisive time, your passion for sharing stories has left an indelible mark on our collective journey in tackling Islamophobia.

The impact of IAM goes beyond its numbers; it’s about the conversations we’ve started, the new faces we’ve met, the narratives we’ve reshaped, and the seeds of compassion we’ve planted. It is clear to see through all the IAM events that have taken place that our differences unite us, not divide us.

I urge all of you to help carry the spirit of IAM forward beyond the month of November. Let’s continue building bridges and creating a world where everyone can practice their faith without fear. Get involved with the work of Islamophobia Awareness Month now, and be a part of the solution.

Moeen Ali
IAM Ambassador 2023
The theme for 2023 was #muslimstories. The goal of this theme was to facilitate connections among individuals from diverse backgrounds, including both Muslims and non-Muslims, using the transformative power of storytelling.
MORE THAN EVER BEFORE

300+ EVENTS

8 IAM LAUNCHES

50+ EXHIBITIONS

175+ PRESS ARTICLES

#IAM2023

760+ POSTS

#MUSLIMSTORIES

590+ POSTS
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Welsh Senedd

London (Online)
OUR SUPPORTERS

330+ ORGANISATIONS

FOR A FULL LIST OF OUR SUPPORTERS VISIT
WWW.ISLAMOPHOBIA-AWARENESS.ORG
To mark Islamophobia Awareness Month, our Muslim network recently hosted an event that looked to explore & understand the root causes and impact of Islamophobia, as well as how employers can support Muslim colleagues.
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For Islamophobia Awareness Month, I spoke to @RayDawson about my experience as a British Muslim in politics.

Islamophobia exists in society, including in the Labour Party.

If we’re serious about tackling it, we need an independent review on Islamophobia within the Labour Party.
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To mark Islamophobia Awareness Month, our Muslim network recently hosted an event that looked to explore & understand the root causes and impact of Islamophobia, as well as how employers can support Muslim colleagues.
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CONTINUE YOUR SUPPORT BY

BECOMING A SUPPORTER
Sign up to become an official supporter of the campaign.
ISLAMOPHOBIA-AWARENESS.ORG/SUPPORTER

FOLLOWING US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow us @IslamophobiaAM
Share our content and use our graphics.
ISLAMOPHOBIA-AWARENESS.ORG

TAKING PART IN IAM TRAINING
Download free resources to help with your IAM campaign.
You can also contact us if you need support in facilitating a training workshop.
ISLAMOPHOBIA-AWARENESS.ORG/RESOURCES

DONATING TO IAM
Help us dismantle stereotypes, raise awareness, and showcase positive contributions Muslims make.
ISLAMOPHOBIA-AWARENESS.ORG/DONATE

CONTACT US
info@islamophobia-awareness.org
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO GOT INVOLVED WITH IAM 2023!